
This is what I wrote to Waves of Hope team in 2004.

I was so honored to wear pink at the festival this weekend. I have even grown
attached to my new head piece. One year ago, I was in chemo and had lost all
my hair, very scared about what my future would be. A very tough winter
zapped all my strength and energy making me wonder if I would ever be able to
do more than flip channels on the remote. Six months ago when I went to my
first Waves practice, I would have had trouble walking from the parking lot to
the paddlers village, the trek down to the marshaling area would have taken at
least three stops. At that first practice, I felt like a sponge soaking up energy
from the room, everyone was so interested in each other, laughs and hugs
galore and everyone seemed so busy, ready to help members in need and do
whatever was necessary for awareness and fundraising. Your encouraging words and stories 
gave me the motivation I needed to get back to living life not just watching it.

Sitting on that drummer seat on the weekend, was really something! Watching 20 paddlers 
digging so deep and Kathy working so hard to keep us going straight ---knowing every one in the 
boat had heard those sinking words "You have Breast Cancer"-- was indescribable. Here we were 
afloat and doing what the super healthy, athletic folk were doing.

The Rose Ceremony was overwhelming and then the paddle salute-- it took a long time to 
decompress.

The criteria to get into your boat is tough, I pray that one day though your awareness efforts you 
have no new members, in the mean time, continue the good work helping all who need it.

Thank you from the heart!       Take Care Waves of Hope! Paddles Up!

Here we are in 2016 and now new words “Your Cancer is Back”. Telling my 
team mates was hard as I knew they would all get that panic feeling - thinking 
“This could be me!”. My team mates have hugged me, cried with me, listened 
to me talk out my fears and offered so many words of encouragement. I know
that what ever lies ahead they will be there for me and my family. 
Waves of Hope team is not about feeling sorry for each other, it is about 
support and helping each other cope. We don’t talk about cancer when we 
practice and are in the boat. We work hard, do our best to keep fit, enjoy the 
great outdoors, and laugh a lot. 

The great thing about Waves of Hope dragon boat team is that you do not need to be young or 
an avid athlete to join . You "just"  need to be a breast cancer survivor and want to challenge 
yourself with a great new experience and a fantastic diversion from the real world for a few 
hours a week.

Thank you Waves of Hope. Love you ALL!  “Never Give Up”


